Rock Art Review –Dacre Parish- Prehistoric Nidderdale Project
As part of the heritage Lottery Funded project of Prehistoric Nidderdale a review of rock art on Clocken Syke farm
and surrounding area was carried out with the intention of recording them to national standards, and to place
them on the national rock art database ERA. Unfortunately the rules changed and only organisations which pay
into the scheme can put data the database at the moment. Therefore, the review changed to checking on the
condition of the rock art, although the paper records enabling input into the database will be kept in case the rules
change.
Mineral Farm
The rock art on mineral farm is well known and recorded on the national ERA database. It is still in good
condition. It has been recorded a number of times.
Clocken Syke farm
It was thought that there were a number of rock art sites on Clocken Syke however on review.
The one at in field 203 at 418452 460480 was reviewed and is not rock art but a random of cup like marks
caused by stones falling out of the millstone grit and then weathering.
At the top of this field is markings on a rock partly set into the wall. This is not prehistoric rock art but is important
and thought to date from the times the land was owned by fountains abbey. This will be put on the HER. The 3D
model by Richard Stroud is below

In field 213 at 418182 460199 there was thought to be potential zig zag lines on the underneath of a sloping rock.
However on detailed review these proved to be natural bedding fraction lines. There are a number of other stones
in the field walls on the farm with cross bedding lines which at one time or another have thought to be ‘rock art’.
There is thought to be a genuine rock art stone in field 226 just south of the farm seen in earlier years but it is
under pasture and has not been re-found. Intensive probing has not been carried out for fear of damaging the
stone.
Oxen Close

No known rock art
Eastwood area
There are a number of rock art sites identified on the historic environment record (HER) in the Eastwood area.
These were inspected in 2016
HER label MNY20978 / Scheduled Monument number 29109 known as Fertility Stone. 418552 462228, It was in
good condition but since inspection it has been subject to protection which involved moving surrounding stones
by the Nidderdale AONB. More cup marks have been revealed. This has been written up in prehistoric Yorkshire
no 55 2018 by the prehistoric section of YAHS. Also called MNY 30463
Another stone nearby said to have a cup mark could not be found and is likely to not now exist or always been a
natural cup, HER label MNY24857.
HER label MNY20976 and also Scheduled Monument 209107 at 418505 462013. This is a well preserved
boulder with central squarish hole with potential cup marks around the base. There is another similar one in
Aldfield with clearer cup marks and said to be where a Methodist cross was set up for church services when the
church was not allowed to worship in the open. One other record, MNY30503 mentions this feature

Nearby is said to be MNY 30501/ Scheduled Monument number 290108.. 'Rock art' on a large boulder next to a
wall just west of the one above. When reviewed it was indistinct.
Other records for this feature are MNY20977, MNY30502 and MNY24393.
HER MNY20987/ Scheduled Monument 29133 at 417133 462935
Large boulder in a field off High Hood Gap with 3 cup marks in a line. Cup marks are fading. Other records that
record this feature are MNY24301.

HER MNY20986 said to be a boulder with a single cup mark but the cup mark wasn’t obvious.
The other records of this feature are MNY30498 and MNY30500

MNY24858 A large boulder within Bryans Wood. This feature could not be found during the groups field walking
in this wood. Another record of this feature is MNY25858 with two images taken By Richard Stroud, who has
been assisting the Iron Age Nidderdale Community Archaeology group with Rock Art on this project. His images,
from 2006, are shown below
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It has been assumed that the cups on the boulder are in a similar condition in 2018 and still covered by moss,
other vegetation and some small trees as in the photo. No benefit would accrue in exposing them again so not
attempt to find and uncover then has been attempted.
MNY24857 A rock with a single cup could not be found as indicated within the Rock Art Review. This stone had
been found and photographed in 2006 by Richard Stroud It was then partly covered by grass/turf and is thought
to be completely covered now in 2018. Richard was not convinced it was true Rock Art. The photo below was
taken in 2006 –
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